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B.C.A, (Part-I) Sem€ster-I Examination

NUNIERICAL NIETHODS
Paper-lST4

Time : Three flours] [Maximum Marks : 60

Note:-(l) ALL questions are compulsory.

(2) All questions cany equal marks.

l. (a) Explain ne\l-trends in numerical computing- 4

(b) What do )'ou mean by mulerical computing ? Explaifl how you will formulate marhematical

model in numedcal computilg. 4

(c) What are the dillerent phases involved in numerical computing'l 4

OR

2. (a) Exp)aio discretc data and continuous data involved in numerical computing. 4

(b) What is Accuracy ? How is it affected during the process of numerical

computing ? 4

(c) Explain digital computing. 4

3. (a) Explain Inherent Erors. 4

(b) Round off the following numbers to four significant figures :

(i) .0054816

(ii) 0.80084

(iiD 21.5,13

(iv) 0.14235 4

(c) Explain the ta-\onomy of error in numerical computing. 4

OR

4. (a) Explain what do you mean by modeling error. How do they arise 2 4

(b) Differentiate inherent error aDd numerical error in numerical computing. 4

(c) What are the errors involved iD numerical computing ? Explain any one of them. 4
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5. (a) Find graphicall,v the positive root of an equalion :

t{x) =t: * 11 =0. 6

Find thc root of equation t(x) = *r - 3x - 5 = 0 by using false position method. 6

OR

Find thc real rooi of equalion f(x) = xr - x - 1 = 0 b]'using Bisection method. 6

U'hat is Graphical method ? Explain with suitable example. 6

State the Ne*ton Raphson lbrmula and explain hoq, it is used to obtain real root of the

equation. 6

Find the roots of equation by using secant method :

f(x): xr - 4x l0=0. 6

OR

What are the limitations of Nc\lton Raphson method 1 4

Explain fixed poiot iteration melhod to find roots of hon-linear cquation. 4

State conlpadson betleen Ne&totr-Raphson method and Secanr mcthod. 4

Solve using Gauss Jordan n)ethod :

2x t \'! 42= 12

8,i.3y+22=?.0
4x lly-z:33 8

Explaio the Gauss Elimination by Panial Pivoting mcthod. ,l

OR

Solve using Causs Elimination method:

lox+2y+z=9
\+ lqy-z: 22

-2a1iv+102=2, 8

Explain the differcnce bet\r'een Simple Gauss Elimination method and Gauss Jo(dan

melhod. 4
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